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Introduction

The double binary form, iat)siar)3, of third order in digredient variables

t and r, when equated to zero, defines a space curve of the sixth order on a

quadric surface with generators t and r. This space curve is the complete

intersection of the quadric surface and a cubic surface and hence is of genus

four. The geometric theory connected with a general (3, 3) form has been

discussed by Coble, f He introduced the form, with the interpretation also

used by H. S. White,î that is, as the incidence condition of a point of one

space cubic curve and a plane of a second space cubic curve.

It is the purpose of this paper .to discuss the special form

(1) F  = t?T?T2 + t?t2ri  + tit22Tl*  - tirxri .

This form was first investigated by Gordan,§ who followed Klein in con-

sidering its relation to the solution of the equation of the fifth degree and to

the icosahedral equation.

When the equation of the fifth degree has the form

x6 + 5ax2 + SpTx + 7 = 0,

then ^'iZoXi = 0 and Silo*;2 = 0, and the x¿ may be taken as the pentahedral

coordinates of a point in space andX);~o*t2 =0 is a quadric surface unaltered

by the group of the 120 permutations of the x.'s. Klein|| sets

pi = xo + i**i + t2ix2 + e3ix3 + e4ix4, e = e2ril&  (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),

or
5x, = t*'pi + es'p2 + t2"p3 + t'Pt if = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4),

* Presented to the Society, February 28, 1931; received by the editors February 4, 1931.

t Coble, Geometric aspects of the abelian modular functions of genus four, American Journal of

Mathematics, vol. 46 (1924), pp. 143-192; Geometric aspects of the abelian modular ¡unctions of genus

four, Part II, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 51 (1929), pp. 495-514.

% White, A variable system of sevens on two twisted cubic curves, Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences, vol. 2 (1916), p. 337.

§ Gordan, Ueber die Auflösung der Gleichungen fünften Grades, Erlangen Physikalisch-Medi-

cinische Societät, Sitzungsberichte, vol. 9 (1877), pp. 183-186; Ueber die Auflösung der Gleichungen

vom fünften Grade, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 13 (1878), pp. 375-404.

|| Klein, Vorlesungen über das Ikosaeder, Leipzig, 1884, p. 187.
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and h/t2= -pi/p2 = p3/pt, rx/r2 = px/p3= -p2/Pi. Then 25 Y,',-!*? = 10{pxp<

+p2pt). That is, the quadric Xü;^,2 =0 becomes the quadric pxpi+p2p3 = 0

with generators t = tx:t2 and t = tx:t2. If then

Pl=   —   5tXTX,     p2   =   5/2Tl,     p3——   5tXT2,      pi  =   —   5t2T2,

a= — 22'i=oxis/15 is in terms of / and t equal to

F  = tX3T?T2 + tX2t2T2*  + tXt22Tx*   - t2*TXTÍ .

Gordan* computed the complete system of thirty-six covariants for the form

F as a form in digredient variables.

In an article referred to above, f Coble derives the complete system of

covariants of degrees one, two, and three for the general (3, 3) form. He

then proceeds to the figure of two cubic curves in space. The net of quadrics

and the net of quadric envelopes on one space cubic curve cut out involutions

/' on the other. The four 7°'s thus determined can be interpreted as four

rational planar sextics. Any one of the four determines the figure of the two

cubic curves in space. Conner^ and Coble§ also discuss the quartic Jacobian

surface and the quartic surface (the symmetroid of Cayley) which are bira-

tionally related to each other and to the figure of two cubic space curves.

It is the purpose of this paper to examine this geometric situation for the

special form F which admits a Gi2o- The geometric figures determined by F

are therefore also invariant under a group. In particular the rational sextics

admit an icosahedral G6o and from this point of view have been discussed by

Klein, || and Winger. 1f The types of quartic surfaces, of rational space sextic

curves, and of pairs of space cubic curves considered here, have not been

examined heretofore. They define interesting configurations with remarkably

simple geometric behavior and a correspondingly simple algebra and thus are

useful as a check on the general case.

Part of the planar configuration can be obtained by the projection of a cer-

tain family of elliptic norm curves. This procedure is developed in I.  It af-

* Mathematische Annalen, loc. cit.

t American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, loc. cit.

t J. R. Conner, The rational sextic curve, and the Cayley symmetroid, American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 37 (1915), pp. 29^2, §4.
§ American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, loc. cit., §10.

|| Klein, Weitere Untersuchungen über das Ikosaeder, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 12 (1877),

pp. 503-560; also Vorlesungen über das Ikosaeder.

H R. M. Winger, Self-projective rational sextics, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 38 (1916),

pp. 45-56; On the invariants of the ternary icosahedral group, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 93 (1925),

pp. 210-216.
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fords a simple introduction of the modular functions into the theory of the

quintic equation as given by Klein.*

I. The (3, 3) form and the elliptic quintic in 54

The (3, 3) form (1) may be introduced by means of the elliptic quintic E*

in S4. Klein and Frickef have discussed the general case En in Sn-x and Bian-

chij and Miss B. I. Miller§ have considered the special case « = 5 in some de-

tail.

The parametric equations of Eb in 54 as given by Klein and Fricke|| be-

come

Xaiu) = a„ exp [- ((ij, - 57,i)/(2a»i))«2 + (a/5)ñi(« - auj 10)]

(a      . <i)2\

u-—»i\m, -j)     (« = 0,1,2,3,4).

The five linearly independent quadrics which contain and completely define

-E6 areH

(2) Qi = «„X,-2 + axXi+xXi-x + «iXi+iXi+t = 0    (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4),

where the ratios of the a's are modular functions. Then the linear system of

quadrics on Eb is

iLQ) =  Y^Qi = 0.
i—0

Make the following transformation of variables instead of that used by Miss

Miller:**

Ya = 2X0, fo = Lo,

Yx = Xx + X4,   Zx = Xx — X4,   f 1 = Lx + Lt,   Ox = Lx — Lt,

Y2 = X2 + X3,   Z2 = X2 — X3,   f2 = L2 + L3,   02 = L2 — L3.

In terms of the variables Y and Z, the linear system of quadrics becomes

4(LQ) =Fx+Ft+F3 = 0,

* Vorlesungen über das Ikosaeder.

t Klein-Fricke, Theorie der elliptischen Modulfunktionen, Leipzig, 1890-92..

X Bianchi, Veber die Normalformen dritter und fünfter Stufe des elliptischen Integrals erster Gattung,

Mathematische Annalen, vol. 17 (1880), pp. 234-262.
§ B. I. Miller, A new canonical form of the elliptic integral, these Transactions, vol. 17 (1916),

pp. 259-283.
|| Loc. cit., p. 263.
11 Bianchi, loc. cit., p. 251.
** Loc. cit., p. 278.
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where
Fx = { E«i«y^;+^/-i!r (**,/ = 0, 1, 2);

F2 =   22{»ÚiiZi+iZi-i (i, j = 0, 1, 2, j> i);

F3 =   229MYi-iZi+i + Yi+jZi-,)      (i = 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2).

In Fi, { }r indicates polarization once with respect to f and (af)<, in F2 is

written for a«f/—ayf<. The quadrics on F5 are the coefficients off and 0. Ex-

plicitly, they may be written

(3)

To

fi

02

27^! YoZ:

YXZ2 + Y2ZX

The E6 is invariant under a G5o generated by

(4) M    =   — M,    M
0)1                                        C02

M -|-»      M    =  M i-j

or in terms of the coordinates X*

(5) ttjÄV  = Xn-a,  ir2Xa' = A"«,-,,   7r3A7  = e2ri«^Xa.

The family of £6's is invariant under a group Gsa eo generated by (5) and

C«i    =  COi + 0)2,ÍO>i    =  O,! -

(.a>2   = o)2,

and   T
(a{  =  — o>2,

(w2   = Wi,

or, in terms of the coordinates X,\

S: TX¿ = <t«(«-v'2Xa,  and   T:  wX/ =   22^~aßXß.

The G60 is an invariant subgroup of the Gso-eo-

It is obvious that there are two skew spaces which are pointwise invariant

under the involution u' =—u, that is, the line SX{Z) for which the F's are

zero and the plane S2{Y) for which the Z's are zero. The factor group G60 of

of Gto in Gbo-60 is then represented as a collineation group in the spaces SX{Z)

and S2{Y) and hence must be isomorphic with the icosahedral group. For the

* Klein-Fricke, loc. cit., vol. 2, p. 264.

t Klein-Fricke, loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 292-93.
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elliptic parameter « = 0, Yi = 0. Therefore, the line SxiZ) meets each E5 in

the point « = 0. For the parameters u = coi/2, co2/2, («i+«2)/2, Zi = 0. That

is, S2iY) cuts each E6 in the three half-period points. Then by planes on

SxiZ) the E6's are projected into doubly covered conies R2iY) in 52(F).*

Let ¿i = Zi(0) and /2 = Z2(0) for a particular E6 of the family. Then for

u = 0, Zi = ti and Y i = 0. The coefficients of f and 0 in Ei and F3 vanish identic-

ally. Solving E2 for a we obtain

(6) a0:ai:a2 = txt2:t22 : — tf .

Hence for given t, that is, for a given point of Si(Z), the five quadrics (2) are

known and E5 is completely determined. Since the three quadrics in Ei and E2

vanish for all values of f they necessarily vanish for f = a. But F2=0 for

f = a. Therefore, Ei gives a quadric which does not contain the Z's and hence

must be the conic E2(F) in 52(F).  For f = a and (6), Ei becomes the conic*

(7) t?t22Y02 + h'YoYi + tx'YoYx + 2txt2lYx2 - 2txH2Y22 - 2ti2t22YlY2 = 0.

The parametric representation of S2{Y) in Z and t is obtained from E3 in (3)

which contains Y linearly:

pYo = 2Z!2/i/23 + 6ZxZ2tx2t22 + 2Z22txH2,

pYx = Z12txi - ZxZ2té - 2Z22txti,

PY2 = - 2Zx2tx*t2 - ZxZ2tx* - Zit2*.

For the point « = 0, or tx'.t2 = Zx\Z2, we obtain in 52(F)

(8) pYo = 10¿!3/23,    pYx = ¿i6 - 3txt26,    PY2 = - 3iiB/2 - i26.

This is a rational sextic which is the projection in 52(F) of the point « = 0 on

the family of £6's in 54. The conies (7) are the osculant conies of the sextic

(8).* If w = «i/2, W2/2, (wi+w2)/2, the Z's are zero and hence the locus in

SiiY) of the half period points of £6 is obtained by eliminating a from Ei in

(3).   This gives the sexticf

(9) Fo'FxF, - F02Fi2F22 - F0(Fi5 + F26) + 2FiaF28 = 0.

As a quartic in t, (7) has the invariants

g2 = (1/12) (Fo2 + 4F!F2)2,

S3 = (1/216) [- Fo6 + 42Fo4YxY2 - 102F02 F,2 F22 - 54F0(F!6 + F26) + 44Y¡ Y$ ].

* Miller, loc. cit., p. 279.

f Miller, loc. cit., p. 283.
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The conic

(10) Fo2 + 4FiF2 = 0

is then an invariant of G6o in S2{Y). Moreover

12s(g2> - 27g32) = 54[Fo«FxF, - Y02YX2Y22 + 2YX3Y23 - Y0(YX* + F,«)]

• {- 2[- F»6 + 15Fo4F,F2 - 75F02F12F22 - lOYfYi - 27F0(Fx5 + F26)]}.

This discriminant gives the envelope of the conies (7). Since the first factor

is obviously the locus of the half-period points (9), and since the osculant

conies touch the sextic (8), the second factor must be the point equation of

the rational sextic (8). These sextics must be invariants of G6o in S2{Y).

The quadrics on F6 in Si can be expressed in terms of identical covariants

and the (3, 3) form (1), where tx:t2 of (1) is replaced by tx: —t2 and ti:t2 of (1)

is replaced by 92:9i. With this change of variables (1) assumes the form

(11) G = 9x922tx3 - 9x*tx2t2 + 923txti + 9x292ti .

Put the conic (10) in parametric form

(12) F0:Fi:F2 = 29x92: - 9X2:922.

Then

F3 = 3{9x922tx3 - Oit}h + 9itxt22 + 9?92ti },».«»

where { \t> ,z> indicates polarization once with respect to 9 and once with

respect to Z. After the polarization, the 0's and t's must be replaced by F's

and ct's from (12) and (6) respectively.

F2 = (Zt)(Zt')(W)

if a and f are expressed in terms of t and t' respectively from (6). If G is

written as {a9)3{at)3, it has the covariant*

H = (aa')(a9)2(a'9)2(aa')(aty(a'ty

= h*9x392 + tx3t292* - 3tx2ti9x29i - txt2z9t - t2*9x923.

Then
FX(Y, Y') = - 2H(929'2, t2t'2) + K«') W)*,

where Fi(F, Y') indicates polarization once with respect to F and H{929'2,

tH'2) indicates polarization twice with respect to 9 and twice with respect to /.

Hence the family of £6's with a common G6o can be expressed algebraically in

terms of the (3, 3) form F and its covariants, and identical covariants.

* Klein, Vorlesungen über das Ikosaeder, p. 196.
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II. The (3, 3) form and two cubic curves in space

We now interpret the (3, 3) form E = 0 as the incidence condition of point

t of the space cubic curve Ci(t) and plane t of the space cubic curve c2(/). Let

the coordinate system be chosen so that Ci(t) has the equations

(1) Xo = r3, Xi = 3t2,    Xi = 3t,   x8 = 1,

and
£o = 1,    {j =  - r,   |2 = T2,     f3 =  - r3,

in points and planes respectively. If E = 0 is the incidence condition of point

t of Ci(t) and plane t of c2(f), then

(2) £o = /,    íi = i<»,   h = - i Is = /*,

and
Xo = /2,   Xi =1,     x2 = /',       Xi — — t,

are the equations of c2(i) in planes and points respectively. However, the in-

cidence condition of point t of c2(¿) and plane t of Ci(t) becomes F = P—t

+t3T2+tTz =0. ButF=E. Hence the point t of Ci(t) lies on plane t of c2(<) and

point t of c2(¿) lies on plane r of Ci(t') if E = 0.

The two cubic curves have this further property in common. They both

lie in the same null system whose equations are

pUo = 3x3,    p«i = — x2,    pu2 = Xx,    pu3 = — 3xo.

For convenience we here identify part of the covariants given by Coble*

for the general case with those given by Gordanft :

4*1 = (4/9)[/14r1T28 - /i3W - 3tx2ti2Tx2T22 + txtiri - tèrxTi],

c22l = - i2/9)[txW - 3txH2T22 - lOtxHinn + 3txt2hx2 + h«T22],

(3)        (2,
cl;2= - (2/9) [tx2 W - 3tx*t2) + lOtxhTjr^+tiiTx' + 3txTí6)],

m        r,        (2)        a        (2) Alt
Co,4 = 0,   c4,o = 0,   c0,o — 4/3 •

Since there is a group of order 120 for which E is invariant, the space con-

* American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, pp. 147-48.

t Mathematische Annalen, vol. 13, pp^ 386-87.

% By using these values to check the syzygies connecting the comitants of the second degree

given by Coble (American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 155, (18)) it is found that the last one

is wrong. It should read

U(cc')* s 24(77')* s 1805» - (bb')'(ßß'y.

The theorem should read "The forty coefficients of these syzygies furnish the forty linearly inde-

pendent relations of the second degree among the two-row minors of R, etc."
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figuration must be invariant under a group Gi20. In the group on F the largest

subgroup which transforms t into /' and t into r' is the icosahedral G6o- The

further operations interchange t and t. Hence in the space configuration each

space cubic curve is unaltered by an icosahedral G6o. The operations which

interchange t and t will then interchange the two cubic curves.

The G6o is generated by 5 and F* :

(4) S:   t{ = eh'       r{ = **

tí = e%,      t¿ = €3t2;

_   51'2/!'  =  - (e2 - e3)tx + (e4 - e)t2,     51>2tÍ  = (e4 - e)n + (e2 - e3)r2,

■   smtj = ie* - e)h + (e2 - e%, Sl"ri  = (e2 - e3)rx - (<4 - e)r2;

and, for convenience,

t{    =    —   h, TX'    =    —   72,

tit IH   — h, t2   — ti.

Then as a collineation group on the x's the operations of G6o are

*o = t"xQ, x0   = — t4"x3,

x{ = e2"*!,
5": S"U

xi = e3*x2,

x{ = e4"A;3; x{  = e^x0;

xi  = e2"a;i, x{ = €3"x2,
5"t/:

xí  = e3"x2, ^2' = — e2"xx,

S"TS':      5-51/2x0' = «'[- (« - £4)V«o - 51/2(« - «V".^ + 5"2(€2 - e3)t3"x2

+ (e2 - €3)3€4*X3],

5-5ll2xi  = t2'[- 3-51'2(e - «Vzo + (e2 - e3)^2"*! - (e - e4)3e3"X2

- 3-51'2(€2- e3)e4**3j,

5-5l/2^2' = e3'[3-51'2(e2 - e3)e"x0 - (e - e4)3e2"*i - (e2 - e3)3e3"*2

- 3-5l'2(í-é4)<=4>'*3],

5-51'»*,'    =   í4'[(í2  -  €3)3e"Xo  -   51'2(62  -  eV"*l  -   S^ic  -  €4)€3"*2

+ (é-e4)3É4**3];

S"TS'U:  5-5l/2»o' = - e4'[(e2 - €3)V*o - 5l'2(t2 - é3)«2"^ - S1'^ - €4)e8**2

+ (1 - €4)3e4"*3],

5-S1'2*/  = e3'[3-5l'2(e2 - e3)e**o - (« - e4)3«2"*! - («2 - e3)3e3*x2

- 3-5W»(i - eV"*s],

* Gordan, Mathematische Annalen, loc. cit., p. 379.
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5-51/2x2'  = - e2'[- 3-51/2(e - e4)e"Xo + (e2 - e3)3e2"Xi -(e- e4)3e3"x2

- 3-5l/2(«2 - «V*»],

S-S^xi   = «'[- (« - e4)3e"x0 - 5l/,(i - e4)e2"Xi + 51'2(e2 - i3)e3*x2

+ (ei _ es)»e4MXl] (m, i»-0,1,2,3,4).

The operation which interchanges t and r and leaves E invariant is

E:   ¿i   = Ti,      t2   = r2,      TX   =  — ¿2,      T2   = /i,

where E2 = U. As a collineation in space for which a point of one cubic curve

goes into a point of the other, R becomes

3i%0' = - xx,  3l'2x{ = - 3*3,   31/2x2' = - 3xo,  31'**,' = x2.

The quaternary icosahedral GVs and the symmetric Gi2o's are listed in the

literature but it is not shown that an icosahedral G60 leaves each of two space

cubic curves unaltered and a symmetric G120 interchanges these two curves.

This collineation group may be enlarged to a correlation group by using

R to send point and plane of Ci(t) into plane and point of c2(i) respectively

and vice versa. The correlation is, then,

lo' = Xi,   £i' = xo,   |2' = — x»,   H = Xi,

Xo' = Î2,   x{ = £0,   x2   = - £3,    x{ = ii.

III.   THE RATIONAL ICOSAHEDRAL SEXTIC

The nets of point quadrics on Ci(t) and c2(i) are, respectively,

Qx-   u0(xx2 — 3x0x2) + ux(xxx2 — 9x0X3) + m2(x22 — 3xiX3) = 0,

and
Q2:   «o(xo2 + x2x3) + wi(— xix2 — x0x3) + w2(x32 — xox0 = 0,

and the nets of quadric envelopes on the planes of Ci(t) and c2(t) are, respec-

tively,

Qx:    «o(É22 - Ills) + «idols - lila) + «2(|i2 - lo|2) = 0,
and

Q2:   WoCIs2 - 3|o|i) + «idols + 9|i|2) + M2(|„2 + 3|2|3) = 0.

The net Qx will cut dit) in a linear series I2 determined by substituting the

coordinates of dit) in Qx* This gives

(1) «o(l - 3f6) + «!(10i3) + «2(i6 + 3/) = 0.

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 156.
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Then (1) may be interpreted as the line sections of a rational plane sextic

S2{t) whose point equations are

(2) xo = 1 - 3t\     xx = 10t3,     x2 = ¿6 + 3/.

Qx on c2{t) is found to give the same sextic, that is, S2{t) =S2{t).* The linear

series cut out on cx{t) by Q2 and Q2 give the sextics Sx{r) =Sx{t) :

xo = t6 + 3t,   xx = — 10t3,   x2 = 1 — 3r6.

That is, instead of the four sextics of the general case* there are only two for

the special case. In the same plane these two sextics are also identical since

both point equations aref

27xr(xo6 — X26) — 10xo3x23 + 75x02 x2 x2 + 15x0Xi4X2 + xi6 = 0.

Corresponding to the ten nodes of the sextics are the ten common bisecants

and the ten common axes of the curves cx{t) and c2{t) since the two points

which come together at a node of the sextic do not determine a line section of

the sextic but a pencil of line sections.

The cones of the net Qx are given when the constants satisfy the condition

(3) u0u2 — ux2 = 0.

That is, to the cones in Qx correspond the lines of a conic in the plane of the

sextic.  The equations of the cones become

ux(xx2 — 3x0x2) + uxu2(xxx2 — 9x0x3) + m22(x22 — 3xix3) = 0.

The corresponding lines in the plane satisfy (3) and

ux2(l - 3t6) + uxu2(10t3) + u22(f + 3t) = 0.

In the plane of S2{t) there is a conic such that for every point of the sextic

there are two lines of the conic and for every line of the conic there are six

points of the sextic. If the equations of the conic (3) are

r,,   N *°  =   t2>       Xl   =   2t> *2   =   1>
K(t):

«0=1,        Ml   =   —   T,       «2   =   T2,

in points and lines respectively, this (2, 6) relation is obtained from (1) as

(4) (1 - 3t&) - r(l0t3) + T2(t6 + 3t) = 0,

which is evidently c2l = 0, of (3) §11. (4) is then the equation of the sextic

S2{t)=S2{t) in Darboux coordinates; that is,

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 157.

t Winger, Mathematische Annalen, loc. cit., p. 211.
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Xo  =   TlT2,     Xl   =  Tl + T2,    X2  =   1.

To a pencil of lines in the plane on a point of 52(i) corresponds a pencil of

quadrics in Qx on a bisecant of Ci(r) on a point of c2(i). To the tangents of the

conic in the pencil of lines correspond the cones in the pencil of quadrics. If

a point is a node of 52(i) the pencil of quadrics is the pencil on a common bi-

secant of Ci(r) and c2(i) and the cones have vertices at the points of intersec-

tion of this common bisecant with Ci(t), say at ti and t2. Then tx and t2 give

two tangents on Kit) which intersect in a node of the sextic 5i(t).*

The sextic 52(i) is evidently the sextic (8) §1, except for a change in nota-

tion, which is invariant under the ternary icosahedral group. The ten double

points are the ten points isomorphic with the ten diagonals of the dodeca-

hedron. The coordinates of the points in the notation used here are

(-e«,i/,«<) «-0,1,2,3,4;/- 1,2),

where
5i = € + e4,  52 = e2 + e3.

Winger notes the fact that the double points lie by sixes on a set of ten conies

associated with the dihedral GVs in the G6o.f However, they lie by sixes on

another set of fifteen conies associated with the fifteen reflexions in the G6o.

Name the diagonals of the icosahedron 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Then the double

points of the sextic which correspond to the diagonals of the dodecahedron

may be named by the three adjacent icosahedral diagonals, that is, iijk). Let

the diagonals of the icosahedron be named in such a manner that the double

points will be

1, (123), (- e\ 522, e2), 6, (245), (- 1, Ôx2, 1),

2, (134), (- e4, 522, *), 7, (356), (- e, 8X2,S),

3, (145), (- 1, o22, 1), 8, (246), (- e2, 5X2,**),

4, (156),  (- e, 522, e4), 9,  (235),  (- £3, if, e2),

5, (162), (- €2, ó,2, e3), 0, (346), (- e4, 5i2, e).

The second column which gives the double points with reference to the icosa-

hedral diagonals also gives an interesting number system. It is a triad system

with double couples unaltered by a G6o given by Emch.J

The icosahedral group may be written as a substitution group on the six

diagonals generated by S = (23456) and T = (12) (36).  Under the operations

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 157.

f American Journal of Mathematics, loc. cit., p. 56.

X A. Emch, Triple and multiple systems, their geometric configurations and groups, these Trans-

actions, vol. 31 (1929), pp. 25^2.
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of period two, two of the double points are fixed and the remaining eight

are separated into four pairs. If a conic passes through one of each of three

pairs and the mates of two of the three, it must pass through the mate of the

third from the symmetry of the configuration. In this way we find two sets

of conjugate conies, one containing ten and the other fifteen, which pass

through six double points.

The conies in the set of ten are the following:

(123568), (126890),

(134569), (456789),

(124570), (236790),
(234580), (157890),

(123479), (346780).

These conies may be associated with the ten diagonals of the dodecahedron.

Three edges of the dodecahedron meet at the vertex {ijk). The three adjacent

vertices are named {ijl), {ikm), (Jkn).  These four vertices represent a set of

four nodes. The remaining six lie on a conic.

The conies forming the set of fifteen are the following:

(124589), (234567), (256780),

(234689), (123460), (356890),

(123780), (145680), (136789),
(134578), (123590), (146790),

(125679), (345790), (247890).

These conies may be associated with the fifteen cross lines of the dodeca-

hedron or with the fifteen reflexions in the G60. The four vertices of the dode-

cahedron, consisting of the two on any edge and the vertices opposite this

edge in each of the adjoining faces, represent a set of four nodes. From the

manner in which the figure is numbered, the opposite edge gives the same set

of four nodes.  The remaining six nodes lie on a conic.

The numbers which give these conies also form number systems. The set

of ten conies gives the arrangement of ten numbers six at a time such that

each number occurs in six. The set of fifteen conies gives a number system

with double couples. It gives the arrangement of ten numbers six at a time

such that each number occurs nine times and each couple occurs five times.

These number systems are unaltered by a group of order 120.

IV. The cubic envelopes perspective to the rational sextic

The planes of cx{t) cut any plane, x0, of cx{t) in a line conic which may be

taken to be the conic

(1) K{t):    u0u2 — Mr2 = 0    or    4x0x2 — Xi2 = 0.
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This conic may be used as a coordinate system in the plane t0. Any two

planes, rx and t2, of Ci(t) intersect in an axis of Ci(t). These two planes cut t0

in two lines of the conic (1). These two lines intersect in the point x where the

axis cuts the plane t0.   The coordinates of this point x will be

(2) Xo  =   TiT2,     Xi   =   Ti + T2,    X2 =  1 .

The planes l oí c2(¿) cut'the planes of Ci(t) in cubic envelopes which may

be projected by the axes of Ci(t) onto a plane t0 of Ci(t) to give a pencil of

cubic envelopes in t0.* If Ci(t) be chosen as a reference system the plane t oí

c2(í) is the plane

(3) F = iatYiarY = tfrfri + ¿f W + W22rí - í23riT22 = 0.

The point Tx, t2, t is on this plane if

{aTi)(aT2)(aT)(aty = 0.

Polarizing E in (3) with respect to ti and t2, we obtain

TxT2(t* + 3tr) + (Tx + T2)it3T -  1) + (3t2 - r)  = 0.

Substituting (2), we obtain

(4) xo(t3 + 3tr) + Xx(tzT - 1) + x2(3/2 - t) = 0.

That is, the pencil of cubic envelopes cut out by the planes of c2(t) on a plane

of Ci(t) are

(5) E,(t):    |o = ¿3 + 3tr, J, = th - 1, |2 = 3t2 - t.

For t = ti and t2 in (4), we have the lines

X0(<3 + 3tTx) + Xx(t3Tx -  1) + x2(3t2 - TX) = 0,

x0(t3 + 3tn) + xx(th2 - 1) + x2(3t2 - n) = 0,

respectively, of the cubic envelopes (5). These lines intersect in the point

(6) x0: xi: x2 = 1 - 3t6: 10tz: 3t + t*.

Since the coordinates of this point are independent of r, for given t all the

lines of the co • cubic envelopes pass through the same point (6). For variable

t this point describes the rational sextic (2) §111.

In every plane / of c2(/) there is an axis of Ci(t). Since E = 0 gives the

points where plane t cuts Ci(t) the Hessian of E as a cubic in r gives the para-

meters of the planes which intersect in an axis in plane t. The Hessian of E

is from (3) §11

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 160.
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Tl2^6 +  3/l<25)   -   10h3t23TXT2 + T22(f26  -   3tX%)   =   0.

But this is also the rational sextic (2) §111 in Darboux coordinates. That is,

the rational sextic (2) §111 is the locus of points where axes of cx{t) in planes

of c2{t) cut the plane t0 and is perspective to the cubic envelopes in t0 cut out

by the planes of c2{t).*

The incidence condition of point t of S2{t) and line t' of E3{t) becomes (in

homogeneous parameters)

(7) (hti - t2t{)[Tx(- txHl2 - 10txH2titi - lOtUHi2 - 3t2Hi2)

+ T2(3hHi2 - 10t?t23ti* - 10txt2Hiti - t2Hi*)] = 0.

For a node of S2{t) the incidence condition must contain a quadratic in t. For

( — e4i, ôj2, e'), the condition is

(8) (- t3itx2 + 8k2txt2 + e2it22)[5k2(e*H2TX-eHXT2) + (t2Hxrx + e3%T2)] = 0,j 3* k.

The quadratic factors in t in (8) equated to zero give the nodal parameters of

S2{t). If the two roots of one of these quadratic equations are located on the

conic
K(t):    Xo = t2, Xi = 2t, x2 = 1,

the tangents at these points intersect in the point. x0 : xx : x2 = txt2 : tx+12:1. The

ten quadratics in (8) give the points ( — e2<, hk2, e3'), which are the nodes of

Si{r).

Lines on two nodes cut the sextic in two more points whose parameters

are given by quadratics in / obtained by eliminating t from the bilinear forms

in (8). Locating these with respect to K{t) as above we have the points

(e*, 0,1), [-¿(82 + **), 5i, «"(«* + «*)],

(- e«, o,- - 3, e4i),  [- e{(52 + e3), K *4i(52 + *2)],

(- €«, 25,, €4<), [- ««(ii + e), S2, e4i(5i + e4)],

[-6<(51 + 64),Ô2, e4i(oi + e)]

(¿ = 0,1,2,3,4;/= 1,2).
Fifteen of these points, that is,

(e',0, 1),     (-««, Mi, ««9,     (- eS 252, e4*)

in the i-plane are the fifteen points which form a conjugate set isomorphic

with the fifteen cross lines of the icosahedron.

The conies on five double points cut the sextic in two other points whose

parameters will be given by a quadratic in t. Out of a possible 252 conies, 150

are accounted for by the conies on six points.  That is, 150 do not give new

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 160.
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points in the i-plane. The equation of the conic on (12345) is (ôi — S2)xoX2

+ (5i2 — 5i6)xi2 = 0. In this equation substitute the coordinates of the sextic

Siit), divide by the ten-ics in / which give the parameters of the points of

intersection of the conic and the sextic at the five double points, and obtain

as quotient a quadratic in t which gives the parameters of the two remaining

points of intersection. In this case the quadratic is txh = 0 and the correspond-

ing point in the ¿-plane is (0,1, 0). Under G6o the conic (12345) goes into the

five other conies (23680), (34679), (12790), (15689), and (45780). The cor-
responding points of these six conies in the f-plane are the six points which

Klein calls the fundamental points. Moreover the conies on the comple-

mentary five points:

(67890), (14579), (12580), (34568), (23470), (12369),

give the same six points in the i-plane. That is, the six quadratics which give

the six fundamental points with respect to Kit) give two points each on S2(/)

through which pass two conies which cut the sextic again in two different sets

of five nodes. The conic on (12348) gives the point (e, 352, — e4) with respect

to Kit) and is transformed into thirty conies by G6o. The conic on (56790)

gives the point (e, 35i, — e4) and is transformed into thirty other conies. The

conic (13567) gives the point

[(3e + 7 + 5e4), - (4í + 4e2 + 2), (5e + 3e4 + 7) ]

and is transformed into thirty conies. This accounts for the 252 conies.

Moreover, these points in the ¿-plane obtained from the lines on two nodes

and the conies on five nodes lie on the fifteen axes conjugate under G6o.

V. The sextic of genus four

Consider again the form

(1) ÍTx)iar)iaty = x0(/3 + 3tr) + x,(/3t - 1) + x2(3/2 - r),

which, when equated to zero, gives the cubic envelopes perspective to the

rational sextic (2) §111. Some of the comitants given by Coble* to within a

numerical factor are as follows :

(2) (ix'ÉXflûOMW = W - StxHi)^ + lOtxH^i + «i6 + 3W»%,

(3) iwx)iir'x)iaT)ia'T)iaa.')2iat)i<x't) = ixoXxt2 — Xxx2txt2 — x02/22)t2

+ [xo2tx2 — (xi2 + 2x0x2)¿i¿2 — x22/22]txt2 — (x22/i2 + x0Xi/x<2 + xxx2t22)T2,

(4) iwir'Tr")(aT)iáT)ia"T)iaa')iaa")ia'a")iat)ia't)ia"t) = ^rf^ + /x2i2r23

+ M22ti3 - i23tit22 .

* American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 162.
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The cubic (4) is apolar to (1) and hence it gives the three cusps of the

cubic envelope for any given r. But the cubic in (4) is the original (3, 3)

form and hence the cusp locus will be a curve of genus four. For a cusp (1)

must be a perfect cube and hence its Hessian must vanish identically. The

cusp locus is then obtained by eliminating r from the coefficients of ¿i2, tx, t2, t22,

in (3) which is the Hessian of (1). This gives

(5) xi(x06 — x26) + 2x03x23 + Xo2xx2x22 + x0x:4x2 = 0,

the sextic of genus four invariant under the icosahedral group. Klein* states,

without proof, that an infinite number of triangles whose vertices lie on (5)

can be circumscribed about the conic Axc¡x2—xx2 =0 and that every point of

(5) is in one such triangle. One proof is that given by Coble, f The theorem

given there also means for this case that the lines joining the vertices to the

points of contact of opposite sides intersect in a point of the rational icosa-

hedral sextic.

Consider now the equation G = 0 of §1. By means of the above configura-

tion the solutions of the cubic equation G = 0 are obtained as modular func-

tions. The sextic (9) §1 is the sextic (5) where xü:xx:x2 is replaced by

Y2: F0: - Yx. The sextic (8) §1 is also the sextic (2) §111. The sextic (5) in

coordinates F is the locus in S2{Y) of the half-period points of the family of

£5's in Si and is of genus four. For every t there are three values of 9, say 9,

9', 9", in G = 0 which give tangents to the conic forming a triangle whose

vertices lie on (5) and are the half-period points u = wx/2, a2/2, (w1-r-w2)/2,

of an Eb in 54. The lines joining the vertices to the points of contact of op-

posite sides meet in the point u = 0 of the E5. For a given w, a value of t = tx : t2

is obtained as Zx{0):Z2{0) on SX{Z) and t is determined as a function of w.

The three corresponding values, 9, 9', and 9", which satisfy G = 0 are ob-

tained by means of the half-period points of the FA The coordinates

F0 : Fi : F2 of the vertices of the triangle are obtained from

F0: Yx: Y2 = 20!02: -9X2:922

as

'•(i) : k'(t) : "'(t) -•+"-"•».

r.(f):F,(^),r,(i|).9 + r,-«-:!,

/Wl   +   C02\ /iWl   +   «»2\ /oil   +   k>2\r-H~): F'(^): H-T-) - '+r : - W: '•

* Mathematische Annalen, vol. 12, p. 542.

f American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 179.
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(t>>x\ /<°2\ /wi + ui\ }

7      F°7     F"h--+-,
/C0l\ /ui\ /"l   +   W2\

f-(t)   'Ht)   f'(-t-)|

n(t)   f°(t)   *(—)
-:-+-f

/<oA /a»2\ /wi  + £02\

f-(t)   Kt)   F-(—)

F<7      f'(7)    K-T-
-+-+-.

/C0i\ /ü)2\ /coi  +  Cü2\

Y'(j) r-(l) r-{—).

These expressions give the values of / and 0 satisfying G = 0 explicitly as

modular functions. As / takes all values of the line 5i(Z), all solutions of

G = 0 are obtained as modular functions.

VI. The quartic surfaces, the Jacobian and the symmetroid

of Cayley and the Stahl quadric

The web of point quadrics apolar to <2i+Q2 is

(1) z0(2y2y3 - 3yi) + Zi(2y0yi + 3yi) + z2(2y0y2 + y?) + z3(2yxy3 + y£) = 0.

Interpret (y0, yi, y2, y3) as points of the space of Ci(t) and c2Q) and (z0, zx, z2, z3)

as points of a second space. Then the locus of points z for which (1) has a

double point is

2i = — IIZ0Z1Z2Z3 + 3(z03z2 — z?z3 — zxz23 + zozi) + z02zx2 + z22zi = 0,

a quartic surface given by a symmetric four-row determinant whose elements

are linear functions of z and hence a symmetroid.

The locus of points y where (1) has a double point is the Jacobian of the

web:

Jx= - 9y0yiy2ys + (- 3y0ayi + yx3y3 + y0yi + 3y2yi) + 9y02yi - y?y22 = 0,

a quartic surface in the space of Ci(t) and c2(i).

The ten double points of Si are

(2) (-IMV«".«",«        («-0,1,2,3,4;/- 1,2).

1931]
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The ten lines of the Jacobian are obtained by substituting (2) in (1).

The web of quadric envelopes apolar to Qx+Q2 is

(3) fo(2|2|3 - lo2) + fi(2|oli + Is2) + f2(3|i2 + 2|0|2) + f3(2|i|3 + 3|22) = 0.

For the web (3) the Cayley symmetroid becomes

2, - - llf0fif2fs + 3(f03f2 - fi3f3 - fif23 + fofs8) + fo2fi2 + f22fs2 = 0,

and the Jacobian is

J2 = - 9|o|i|2|3 + (- lo'li + 3|,3|3 + 3|o|23 + I2I33) + lo2ls2 - 9|i2|22 = 0.

By (1) the points of the cubic curves dir) and c2(/) map into the planes

of two rational space sextic curves :

Ëi(r):    fo = 2t - r6,     fi = 2r6 + 1,    f 2 = 5r4, f3 = 5t2,

and

Riit):    fo = - 5/4,       f! = St2, f2 = 2¿6 +1,    f3 = - 2/ + t*.

The planes f of these curves on a point z are given by the parameters of the

points in which the quadrics (1) cut Ci(t) and c2(0- The line sections of S2(i)

and Sxir) give the points of intersection of Qx and Q2 and c2(i) and cxir) re-

spectively. Since (1) is apolar to Qx and Q2, the sextics Rx(t) and R2it) are

conjugate to 5i(t) and 52(0 respectively, that is, the point sections of Rxir)

are apolar to the line sections of SxÍt), and similarly for R2it) and S2it).

The point sections of R2it) may be written

(4) z3/6 + 2z2th - 5zot4 + Szxt2 - 2z3t + z2 = 0.

A line / of the perspective cubic E3it) cuts 52(i) in a point / and five other

points given by (7) §IV. Set

itt')iqt'y = itlt2 - tUx)[rxi- t[H22 - 10t[Hltxh - lOtinPtx2 - 3t¡H22)

+ Tii3t{Hx2 - 10t{Hi2t£ - 10t{t¡*txt2 - t¿H?)].

If (4) is written as (ßz)ibt)n = 0 the covariant (ßz)ibq)&ibt) becomes

(tt')(z$)   =   (tXt2    —  t2t{)(—  Z0t2T2 + ZxtxTx  —  Z2txT2 + Z3t2Tx),

which evidently vanishes for t = t'. The points z on planes f define on E2(i)

a linear system of binary sextics which have a common apolar quintic. The

planes f are then planes of the Stahl quadric* The parametric equations of

the Stahl quadric are

f 0  =   —  t2T2, fl   =  txTx, f 2   =   —  /1T2, f3   =   t2Tx,

* Conner, loc. cit., p. 33.
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and
Zo = tXTX, ZX  = — t2T2, Z2  =   —  t2TX, Z3   = tXT2,

in planes and points respectively, or, in quaternary coordinates,

fofi — fofa = 0 and z0Zi — z2z3 = 0.

Introduce the substitution

(6) 5y{ = i4izo - t'zi + i3iz2 + e2iz3.

Then
522y? = 2(z2z3 — ZoZi).

The Stahl quadric must be invariant under a group of order 120 isomor-

phic with the symmetric group on five letters. An invariant subgroup of

order 60 generated by S and F of (4) §11 leaves the two systems of generators

invariant. An operation of period two interchanges t and r and hence the two

systems of generators.  The collineations of the subgroup of order sixty are

Zo'  = e3"z0, Zo'  =  - e2"Z!,

zl  = e2"Zl, %i = - e3"z0,
S": S"U:

zi = t"z2, z2  = e4"z3,

zl = e4"z3; zi = e"z2;

S"TS":

51/2z0' = e3"[- e3*Zo - é2"Zi - í"52z2 + e4

Sms> = €2,[_ e3^o _ e2uZl _ elt5lZ2 + e»02Z3],

$wz¿ = 6*[_ e3,s2z0 - e2»5xzx + ez2 - e4"z3],

51/2z3' = t4'[e3"hzo + e2"52zi - e"z2 + e4"z3];

51/2Zo' = - e2"[- €3"z0 - €2"zi - «"3^2 + «4"52Z3],

51/22/ = _ e3,[_ e3ßz   _ e2uz   _ euô     + ev5 z 1

S"TS'U: r ,        J'
5i/a02' = é'[t3^xZo + í2"522l - e*z2 + e4"z3],

51/2z3' = e'[- i3"52z0 - i2"5iZi + e"z2 - e4"z3]

(M, v = 0,1,2,3,4).

It is more convenient to write an operation of period four which interchanges

the two systems of generators. Such an operation is

R:     zo = z2,  z( = — z3,  zi = — zi,  z3' = zo,

where R2 = U.

The Stahl quadric cuts the symmetroid 2i in the curve

íl4T!7-23   - tX3t2TX*   -  3t?t22TX2T22  + tXt23T2*  - t24TX3T2  =   0.
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The bilinear factors of (8) §IV give the double points of the symmetroid.*

By means of these factors the double points of the symmetroid may be num-

bered to correspond with the nodes of the rational sextic:

1 (-e3o22,e022,e4, 1),

2 (-e4522,e3522,e2, 1),

3 (-Si, Si, 1,1),

A (-eô22,e2ô22,e3,l),

5 (-e2522,í4S22,É, 1),

6 (-Sx2, Oí, 1,1),

7 (-t5x2,e2ôx2,t3, 1),

8 (-e2írV45fV, 1),

9 (-*tt,at,*, 1),

0 (- e%2,e35x2,e2,l).

If six nodes of the rational sextic lie on a conic the complementary four nodes

of the symmetroid lie on a plane.f Hence the nodes of the symmetroid lie by

fours on two sets of planes, one containing ten and the other fifteen planes.

The following are the sets of planes:

(4790), (1259),
(2780), (3457),

(3689), (1230),

(1679), (1458),
(5680), (2346),

and

(3670), (1890), (1349),
(1570), (5789), (1247),
(4569), (2379), (2450),

(2690), (4678), (2358),
(3480), (1268), (1356).

These sets of numbers also give interesting number systems. The set of ten is

the arrangement of ten numbers four at a time such that each occurs four

times. The set of fifteen is the arrangement of ten numbers four at a time

such that each appears six times and every couple twice. These number sys-

tems as well as those which give the configuration of the nodes of the rational

sextic are unaltered by the G]2o which leaves the Stahl quadric invariant.

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 51, p. 501.

f Coble, Algebraic Geometry and Theta Functions, 1929, p. 256.
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Corresponding to a plane section of Si is a curve of order six and genus

three on Jx* If the plane passes through four double points of Si the curve

of order six on Jx becomes the four lines corresponding to the four double

points and the two lines which intersect these four lines. Hence corresponding

to the twenty-five planes which contain four double points of the symmetroid,

there are fifty additional lines on the Jacobian.

VII. The two space sextics and the cubic surface

By (3) §VI the planes of the two space cubic curves Ci(t) and c2(¿) map

into the points of two rational space sextic curves:

Ei(t):   zo = - 2r6 - 1, zi = - 2r + t6, z2 = 5r2, z3 = 5r4,

and

R2it):  zo = -5i2, zi = 5/4, z2 = ¿6 - 2t,    z3 = 2i5 + 1.

These two sextics lie on the same cubic surface :

(1) Zo2Zs + Zl2Z2 + Z22Z0 —  Z32Zi  =  0.

The six four-fold secants of Ei(t) are the lines determined by the pencils of

planes

(2) Z2 + Xz3 = 0,

(3) [- e3"S2z0 - e2"ôizi + e«z2 - e4"z3] + \[e3»ôxZ0 + €2*S2z, - t"z2 + e4"z3] = 0.

Moreover, z2+\z3 = 0 cuts the sextic Riir) in the points whose parameters are

given by

ri2r22(r22 + Xn2) = 0.

That is, the four-fold secants are double tangents of Ei(t). The six four-fold

secants of E2(i) are also double tangents and are the lines determined by the

pencils of planes

(4) zo + Xsi = 0,

(5) [- e3"z0 - €2"Zi - e"52z2 + e4"ôiZ3] + X[- e3"z0 - €2vZi - i"5iZ2 + e4"52z3] =0.

Connerf stated an opinion that the two sets of four-fold secants for the

most general case would form a double six on the cubic surface. In this special

case it is evidently true. z2+Xz3 = 0 does not intersect z0+Xzi = 0 but does

intersect the other five lines in (5). One of the lines (3) intersects z0+X.Zi = 0,

* Coble, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 46, p. 191.

t Loc. cit., p. 42.
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intersects (5) iípj¿v, but does not intersect (5) if p, = v. Similarly for the lines

(4) and (5).

The Stahl quadric intersects the cubic surface (1) in the curve E = 0.

Introduce the substitution (6) §VI :

3(zi2z2 + z02Z3 + Zoz22 — zxz£) = 25X31? •

The cubic surface (1) is the diagonal surface of Clebsch.   The symmetroid

satisfies the following relation :

(8/25)Si = 30l>4 - 7(£y<!)2.

University of Illinois,

Urbana, III.


